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THE RANGE OF A FLEET OF AIRCRAFT*
J. N. FRANKLINf
1. Introduction. The problem discussed in this paper is to determine the
range of a fleet of n aircraft with fuel capacities g gallons and fuel effi-
ciencies r gallons per mile (i 1, n). It is assumed that the aircraft
may share fuel in flight and that any of the aircraft may be abandoned at
any stage. The range is defined to be the greatest distance which can be
attained in this way. Initially the fleet is supposed to have g gallons of
fuel.
A theoretical solution is obtained by the method which Richard Bell-
man [1] calls dynamic programming. Explicit solutions are obtained in the
case of two aircraft with different fuel capacities and fuel efficiencies and
in the case of any number of aircraft with identical fuel capacities and
identical fuel efficiencies.
The problem is similar to the so-called ieep problem. The ]eep problem
was solved rigorously by N. J. Fine [2]. A solution was also obtained by O.
Helmer [3, 4]. Fine cited an unpublished solution by L. Alaoglu. The prob-
lem was generalized by C. G. Phipps [5]. Phipps informally developed the
special result which is deduced in 4 of this paper.
2. A recurrence formula. Let Cm be any subset of m of the given n ircraft.
Mathematically C may be represented by a subset of m of the first n
positive integers. Let M(g, C,) be defined as the range of the fleet of m
aircraft C starting with g gallons of fuel. Then the required range of the n
given aircraft is M(g, C), where C {1, 2, n}. When there is only
one aircraft,
(1) M(g, Cl) min(g/r gi/r),
where C1 consists of just the ith aircraft.
When there are m > 1 aircraft, a distance x is flown by all m aircraft.
Then one aircraft is abandoned, leaving a subset C_I c C. It is un-
necessary to consider abandoning more than one aircraft at a time. For
example, the effect of abandoning two aircraft from C may be obtained
by abandoning one of the ircraft from C and then immediately aban-
doning the second aircraft from Cm-1. After the distance x the amount of
fuel remaining is
(2) h g- xiec r.
The greatest distance which can be attained by the remaining aircraft
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Cm-1 starting with h gallons of fuel is M(h, C._I). If g, C,, and x are
prescribed, the subset C_ should be chosen so as to maximize the remain-
ing distance M(h, C.-1). The total distance traveled will then be
(3)
The maximum distance M(g, C,) is obtained by maximizing the last
expression with respect to x. In other words, if g is _<_ the total capacity
gi for i in C,
M(g, C,)
(4)
maxx=<g/zc ri [x -t- maxcm_lcc M(g xc. r, Cm-1)].
In this maximization it is required that x be =< g/_r, since this is the
greatest distance which all m aircraft can fly with g gallons of fuel before
one aircraft is abandoned. If g is given in excess of the total fuel capacity
g of the aircraft in .Cm, then some fuel must be thrown away and
(5) M(g, C,n) M(c, g C,) (g > c. g).
The recurrence formulas (4) and (5) uniquely determine M(g, C,) for
all subsets C with m 2, 3, n. It is easy to see that each function
M(g, C,) is polygonal in g, i.e., continuous and piecewise linear. In fact,
(4) may be rewritten, by the identity (2), as
(6) M(g, C) maxh=<g [a(g h) + maxcm_c M(h, C_)],
where a 1/c r. We know from (1) that every function M(g, C)
is polygonal. Let us suppose that every function M(h, C,_) is polygonal.
Then
(7) P(h) maxc_lcc M(h, C,_)
is polygonal, since it is the largest of a finite number of polygonal func-
tions. Now (6) takes the form
(8) M(g, C,) ag + maxh__< [-ah -t- P(h)].
Since ah
-I- P(h) is polygonal, its maximum value for h -<_ g is a poly-
gonal function of g, say P*(g), and therefore M ag P*(g) is also
polygonal. This completes an inductive proof that M(g, C,) is polygonal
for g _-< ’g, within which range (8) holds. It now follows from (5) that
M(g, C,,) is polygonal for all g. Incidentally, the identity (8) shows that
M(g, C,) is steadily increasing with rate >__ a 1/cr when
g -<_ g. For larger values of g, (5) shows that M is constant.
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3. The case of two aircraft. Let
(9) M(g) M(g, C2), Mi(g)
For g =< gl W g2, (8) takes the form
(10) M(g) ag -t- max__< [-ah -t- P(h)],
where
(11) P(h) maxi=,2 M(h), a 1/(r -t- r).
By the identity (1),
(12) M(h) min (h/ri, g/r)
Without loss of generality it will be assumed that r -< r2.
Case 1. Suppose that gl/rl >= g/r. In this case
(13) P(h) M(h) (for all h).
Then
(C i 1, 2).
(i 1, 2).
-ah
-I- P(h) I -ah -t- h//rl (h <- gl)(14)
-ah + g//r (h >= g).
Since a < 1/r, it follows that
f-ag + g/r (g <- g)(15) P*(g)
--agl + g/r (g
where P*(g) max [-ah -t- P(h)] for h -< g. From (8) it follows that
(g/r (g <= gl)(16) M(g) [a(g gl) 2t- gl/rl (gl g
-
gl + g2).
For g > g + g., equation (5) gives
(17) M(g) ag2
-
gl/r (g > g -t- g.).
From the definition (2) of the remaining fuel h as a function of the dis-
tance x to be traveled by both aircraft, it is clear that the optimal procedure
in Case I is to use just aircraft 1 if g =< g, or if g > gl to use both aircraft
until only g gallons of fuel remain and then to complete the trip with just
aircraft 1.
Case 2. Suppose that g/r < g/r. In this case
h/r h -< g
gl/rl (gl <= h <= g*)(18) P(h)
hire. (g* <= h <= g)
g2/r (h >= g.)
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where g* r.gl/rl is the abscissa of the point of intersection of the graphs
of M(h) and M.(h). The function -ah P(h) is a polygonal function
with peaks at h g and h g.. There are two subcases, depending upon
whether the first peak is higher (A) or lower (B) than the second peak.
Case A. Suppose that g/rl < g/r, and g/r >= g./r. Then
P*(g) I-ag + g/r (g <= gl)(19)
agl -t- g/r (g >-_ gl),
and, as in Case 1, M(g) has the form (16), (17). The optimal procedure in
this case is the same as that in Case 1.
Case 2B. Suppose that g/rl < g/r and g/rl < g/r.. Let g’ glr2/r;
this is the first value of h > g at which -ah -+- P(h) -agl P(g).
Then
(2O)
--ag + g/r (g <= g)
p.(g) --ag -t- g/rl (g <-_ g <= g’)
--ag + g/r. (g’ <= g <-_ g)
--ag + g/r (g >-_ g).
Therefore,
Fg/r (g <= g)
Ja(g g) -t- g/r (g <= g <__ g’)M(g) |g/r. (g’ <= g <- g)
[a(g g) + g./r (g2 <= g <= gl +
and, according to equation (5),
(22) M(g)
The optimal procedure is as follows. If g =< g, use only aircraft 1. If
gl _-< g -< g, use both aircraft until only g gallons remain; then use just
aircraft 1. If g’ =< g =< g., use only aircraft 2. If g _-< g =< gl + g2, use
both aircraft until only g gallons remain; then use just aircraft 2. If g
> g -t- g, some fuel must be thrown away, and the trip is made with
g g -t- g as described in the preceding sentence.
From these results it is apparent that in the general case of n aircraft
the optimal policy will depend in
upon the g and r. For example, the value of g may determine which of
the aircraft finishes the trip.
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4. The case of identical aircraft. Let
(23) gi G, r R (i 1, n),
and let M,(g) M(g, C) (m 1, n). In this case the recurrence
formulas (4), (5) take the form
(24) M(g) max__</ Ix -F M,_(g mRx)] (g _-< mG),
(25) M(g) M(mG) (g > mG).
It will be shown that, if k [g/G], the greatest integer =< g/G,
(26) M,(g) 1 + 5 + ’] +
(27) M(g) G( 1 )= 1+5+ +
g
(/ -t- 1)R (g <-_ mG, k, >= 1),
(g > mG).
The right-hand side of (26) is defined as g/R when k 0. In the optimal
policy, if g kG <__ raG, the trip is begun with ]c aircraft. If kG < g
< (It -t- 1)G <- raG, the trip is begun with k I aircraft. If g > mG, then
g -mG gallons of fuel must be thrown away, and the trip is begun with
all m aircraft. In any case, if the trip is begun with K aircraft, the first
aircraft is abandoned when only (K 1)G gallons of fuel remain. Then
K 1 aircraft are flown until only (K 2)G gallons remain, and so on.
This result can be established by induction. If m 1, formulas (26)
and (27) become
(28) Ml(g) g/R (g <= V),
(29) Ml(g) G/R (g > G),
which is correct according to (1). Assume that the result holds for m 1
aircraft. Then
d M,_l(h) > 1(30) d- (m- 1)R (0 < h < (m- 1)G)
at all points h at which the polygonal function M_l(h) has a derivative.
Therefore, x + M,_(g mRx) is a steadily decreasing function of x for
0 <= x <-__ g/mR if g -<- (m- 1)R. Setting x 0 in (24)gives the maximum
value
(31) M,(g) M,_(g) (g <= (m 1)G).
But M,_l(g) is given by the right-hand side of (26) for all g =< (m 1)G.
Therefore, (26) is established for g =< (m 1)G.
Next suppose that (m 1)G < g <= raG. Then M_(g mRx) is
constant for g mRx >_- (m 1)G; for larger values of x the rate of in-
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crease is =< --mR/(m 1)R < 1. Therefore, the maximum (24) is
attained when g mRx (m 1)G, and
M,(g) g (m- 1)G
mR -t- M,_( (m I)G)(32)
g-- (m-- 1)G G( 1mR + 1 +-+ +m
This establishes the result (26) for (m 1)G < g <= mG. The result (27)
for g > mG follows from (5).
5. An asymptotic formula for g. The solution (26), (27) in the case of
identical aircraft is similar to the solution of the jeep problem, although the
solutions were established by different methods. In this section an asymp-
totic formula will be developed for the amount of fuel g which is necessary
in order to transport identical aircraft a distance x. Let g f(x). It will
be shown that
(33) f(x) A (x) + O(exp (-Rx/G) ),
where
(34) A(x) G
-2 + exp C
In these identities G and R are the fuel capacity and the fuel efficiency of
each of the aircraft, and C is Euler’s constant, .577..-. This result is
comparable to Fine’s asymptotic formula for the solution of the jeep prob-
lem [2].
From the result of the last section it is clear that x is the range of n + 1
aircraft with initial fuel supply g, where nG < g <= (n --t 1)G. Setting
m n + 1 in (26) gives
(35) x x*+ g-- nG(n + 1)R’
where
x*= l-t-+ -t-(36)
This well-known asymptotic formula is derived in [6, p. 529]. From (36) it
follows that
(37) exp C nexp
-+ 0 n-4-+ 0
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This relation shows that
(38) constant + exp (-*
(39) 1 0 (exp (-Rx*/G),
(40) n
--
q- exp C) + 0 (exp (-Rx*/G)).
Since nG f(x*), multiplication by G gives
(41) f(x*) A (x*) -t- O(exp (-Rx*/G)).
In order to justify replacement of x* by x in the identity (41), it is con-
venient first to show that
(42) f’(x) A’(x) 0(1) (0 < x- x* < G/(n + 1)R).
Differentiation of g as a function of x in (35) gives
(43) if(x) (n -t-- 1)R.
But
(44) A’(x*) <A’(x)-- Rexp(-- C)
<- A’(x*q-G/(n q-- 1)R) =< A’(x*)exp (1/(n q- 1)).
Since, by (39), A’ (x*) / (n + 1 0(1), it follows that
(45) A’(x) A’(x*) q--0(1).
Subtraction of (45) from (43) gives
(46) f’(x) A’(x) (n + l)R R exp (- C) + O(l).
The required relation (42) now follows from (40). Integration of (42)
gives
f(x) A(x) f(x*) A(x*) + O(x x*)(47)
O(exp (-- Rx*/G)) + O(1/n) O(exp (- Rx*/G)).
Since x x* is bounded, x* may be replaced by x in the last expression,
and this gives the asymptotic formula (33).
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